
Codecell Event Report 
KJSCE Practice Round - 1 

 
Date: 8th-9th September, 2018  
Time: 12:00 noon, 8th - 12:00 noon, 9th  
Venue: online - closed (for those that were invited with the link) codechef contest 
Total Participants: Approx. 100 students 
This contest was held in order to give students an idea as to how the competitive 
coding platform works(for first timers) and what kind of questions might be there 
in interview rounds for placement.  
 

 



All questions in the contest were created, tested and updated, and given editorials 
for by members of KJSCE Codecell.  
 
Before the contest started, the members of the council, with great care and after 
ensuring attention to detail, uploaded all the questions they had selected for the 
contest. 
The contest started at 12:00 noon on the 8th of September. 
The main aim of the contest was to give the first year students a taste of 
competitive coding and to give all other students a place to practice their 
competitive coding skills. 
The questions were set such that newbies would be able to understand and attempt 
them, and they would provide to be somewhat a challenge to practiced coders too. 
 
The questions are: FIRST, DESORT, CLOCK,  MALICIOUS-MUSIC, 
PHOTOGEN. 
 
After the contest was thrown open to the masses, the Codecell team monitored the 
discussion forums and other places of contact to solve the doubts of students and to 
make any changes to the questions or add hints if they felt the need arose.  
 
Once the contest was done, they uploaded the editorials to help the students that 
had been unable to solve the question, understand where they went wrong and what 
they had missed.  
 
The rank-list was created. The contest became an ex-contest on codechef, making 
it available for practice for all those who had missed the contest. 
 
After a gruelling 2 days, the council members announced the winners.  
The feedback received for the contest problems and the way it was conducted was 
very positive, making the contest a huge success. 
   Chirag Shetty     Nishchith Shetty      Grishma Sharma      Dipti Pawade 
Committee Head    Committee Head       Faculty Advisor        Faculty Advisor 
 

https://www.codechef.com/KPR32018?order=desc&sortBy=successful_submissions#
https://www.codechef.com/KPR32018/problems/FRT
https://www.codechef.com/KPR32018/problems/DSORT
https://www.codechef.com/KPR32018/problems/CLOCK
https://www.codechef.com/KPR32018/problems/MALMU
https://www.codechef.com/KPR32018/problems/PHTGEN

